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Talk: Saws, Snuff and Silverplate by Dr Simon Barley 
 
Simon gave a very interesting illustrated talk based upon the career of Joseph Wilson the 18c 
Sheffield entrepreneur. He began his business by processing Swedish Iron into steel, suitable for 
making saw blades and became one if not the only specialist saw maker in the country at the time. He 
also supplied blades to other companies who used their own brand name on them. Simon explained a 
little about the various processes involved in making steel and of the various types of steel, which 
largely depended on their carbon content that were made in Sheffield. Sheffield became a centre of 
excellence in making specialist steels exported throughout the world. 
 
Joseph Wilson was also involved in a number of other enterprises which included transport, snuff 
making and silverplate. The transport of steel and other products was very important to his business 
and he became a sponsor of the turnpike road which went through Castleton, firstly up Winnats and 
then by a later modification below Mam Tor. He mentioned deliveries to Castleton in 1760-61, to 
Joseph Wittingham (1 bag of snuff), J Hodson with 9 bales of yarn and Tho. Barrow, 1 bladder (cows 
bladders were apparently used as containers and one of these would hold 14lbs of snuff). The 1 
bladder to Tho. Barrow probably means 1 bladder of snuff.  
 
The snuff making was done at Sharrow in a building which still exists (behind Tesco’s on Eccleshall 
Road) which holds the companies business records, a unique archive. Unfortunately for Joseph he 
latterly became embroiled in a risky business deal in America which involved the purchase of shares 
for land which did not actually exist and as a result of this was forced into bankruptcy. His family 
however, bailed him out of his debts and he faded into relatively semi-obscurity with a number of 
minor business enterprises. 
 
Post Meeting Note: The 1828-9 Commercial Directory (Pigot & Co.’s) has a John and Richard Hobson 
in Castleton making rope, twine and sacking.  
 
 
 
 
 


